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ON THE CUSPIDAL DIVISOR GROUP AND EISENSTEIN IDEAL OF
DRINFELD MODULAR VARIETIES
MIHRAN PAPIKIAN AND FU-TSUN WEI
Abstract. Let A = Fq[T ] be the ring of polynomials in T with coefficients in a finite field
with q elements. Let p ✁ A be a maximal ideal, and denote |p| = #A/p. Let Y r
0
(p) be the
modular variety parametrizing Drinfeld modules of rank r ≥ 2 over A of generic characteristic
with a p-cyclic subgroup level structure. Let Xr
0
(p) be the Satake compactification of Y r
0
(p).
We show that the cuspidal divisor subgroup of the Picard scheme of Xr
0
(p) is a finite cyclic
group of order
|p|r−1 − 1
gcd(|p|r−1 − 1, qr − 1)
.
This is an analogue of a result of Ogg for classical modular curves X0(p) of prime level. We
further define an Eisenstein ideal in the Hecke algebra acting on the Picard scheme of Xr
0
(p),
and show that the Eisenstein ideal has finite index in the Hecke algebra divisible by the order
of the cuspidal divisor group.
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation. Let p be a prime number. Let Y0(p) be the modular curve over Q associated
to the subgroup Γ0(p) of SL2(Z), i.e., Y0(p)(C) ∼= Γ0(p) \H, where H denotes the upper half
plane. The completion X0(p) of Y0(p) has only two extra points [0], [∞], called cusps. The
class of the divisor [0]− [∞] generates a finite cyclic Q-rational subgroup C(p) of the Jacobian
variety J0(p) of X0(p). In the early 1970s, Ogg computed that the order of C(p) is
N(p) =
p− 1
gcd(p− 1, 12)
,
and conjectured that C(p) = J0(p)(Q)tor; see [19].
In his seminal paper [18], Mazur proved Ogg’s conjecture by developing a comprehensive
theory of what he called the Eisenstein ideal of the Hecke algebra of prime level. Recall
that if T(p) denotes the subring of End(J0(p)) generated by the Hecke correspondences Tℓ
for all primes ℓ 6= p, then the Eisenstein ideal E(p) of T(p) is the ideal generated by all
Tℓ − (ℓ + 1), ℓ 6= p. One of the important intermediate results in Mazur’s study is the fact
that T(p)/E(p) ∼= Z/N(p)Z; see [18, Prop. 9.7].
Next, we recall the analogues of previous results in the function field setting. Let Fq be
a finite field with q elements, where q is a power of a prime number, and A = Fq[T ] be the
ring of polynomials in indeterminate T with coefficients in Fq. The field of fractions of A is
F = Fq(T ). Given a nonzero ideal n✁A, by abuse of notation, we denote by the same symbol
the monic generator of n. The term “prime of A” will be used to mean “nonzero prime ideal of
A”. The degree map deg : F → Z∪ {−∞}, which assigns to a nonzero polynomial its degree
in T and deg(0) = −∞, is a valuation on F . The corresponding place of F is called the place
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at infinity, and is denoted by ∞. Note that 1/T is a uniformizer at ∞. Let F∞ = Fq((1/T ))
be the completion of F at ∞ and C∞ be the completion of an algebraic closure of F∞. We
normalize the absolute value | · | on F∞ by |T | = q and also write | · | for its unique extension
to C∞. Note that for n ∈ A we have |n| = #A/n. For a prime p ✁ A we denote by Fp the
residue field A/p.
For 0 6= n✁A, let
Γ0(n) =
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(A)
∣∣ c ∈ n} .
This group acts on the Drinfeld upper half plane Ω2 = C∞ − F∞ by linear fractional trans-
formations. The Drinfeld modular curve Γ0(n) \ Ω2 is an affine curve with a canonical model
Y0(n) over F . It is a moduli scheme of Drinfeld A-modules of rank 2 with a n-cyclic subgroup
level structure (see Section 2 for the definitions). Let X0(n) be the completion of Y0(n) and
J0(n) be the Jacobian variety of X0(n).
When n = p is prime, there are exactly two points [0], [∞] in X0(p)−Y0(p). Gekeler proved
(see [8], [11]) that the divisor [0] − [∞] generates a finite cyclic F -rational subgroup C(p) of
J0(p) of order
(1.1) N(p) =
|p| − 1
gcd(|p| − 1, q2 − 1)
.
The problem of developing the theory of Eisenstein ideal for X0(p) was suggested by Mazur,
already in the introduction of [18], and was carried out by Pa´l in [20]. The Hecke operators
in this context are indexed by the non-zero ideals of A. The Eisenstein ideal E(p) of the
Hecke algebra T(p) ⊂ End(J0(p)) is the ideal generated by all Tl − (|l| + 1), where l runs
over the primes of A not equal to p. By adapting Mazur’s ideas to F , Pa´l [20] proved that
C(p) = J0(p)(F )tor and
(1.2) T(p)/E(p) ∼= Z/N(p)Z.
One significant difference in Pa´l’s approach compared to Mazur’s is the essential use of the
geometric fibre of J0(p) at ∞, which is specific to the function field setting.
1.2. Main results. The goal of the present article is to initiate a study of the Eisenstein
ideal for higher dimensional Drinfeld modular varieties. Let r ≥ 2 be an integer. There are
different possible generalizations of the congruence subgroup Γ0(n) to a congruence subgroup
of GLr(A). We take
(1.3) Γr0(n) :=

(
a b
c d
)
∈ GLr(A)
∣∣∣∣ c =
c2...
cr
 ≡
0...
0
 (mod n)
 .
Let Ωr be the Drinfeld symmetric space of dimension r − 1 (see Section 2 for the definition).
The modular variety Y r0 (n) associated to the rigid-analytic manifold Γ
r
0(n) \ Ω
r is a moduli
scheme of Drinfeld A-modules of rank r with a n-cyclic subgroup level structure. It is known
that Y r0 (n) is an affine algebraic variety of dimension r − 1 defined over F ; cf. [6]. Let
Xr0(n) be the Satake compactification of Y
r
0 (n). This is a complete connected normal variety
over F of dimension r − 1 containing Y r0 (n) as an open subvariety. The cusps of X
r
0(n)
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are the geometrically irreducible components of Xr0(n) − Y
r
0 (n) of dimension r − 2. Let
Jr0 (n) = Pic
0
Xr0 (n)/F
be the connected component of identity of the Picard scheme of Xr0(n).
We will assume that Jr0 (n) is geometrically reduced, so it is an abelian variety. The first main
result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let p be a prime of A. Then Xr0(p) has exactly two cusps, denoted [0] and
[∞], and the class of the divisor [0]− [∞] generates a finite cyclic subgroup Cr(p) of Jr0 (p) of
order
N(p, r) =
|p|r−1 − 1
gcd(|p|r−1 − 1, qr − 1)
.
The fact that Cr(p) is finite can be deduced from a more general result of Kapranov [15],
but, as far as we know, Theorem 1.1 is the first example where the order of the cuspidal divisor
group is computed explicitly in higher dimensions. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is modeled on
a proof by Gekeler of the corresponding fact for r = 2 given in [11].
Remark 1.2. The cuspidal divisor group Cr(p) is rational over F . Hence
Cr(p) ⊆ Jr0 (p)(F )tor.
One could propose an analogue of Ogg’s conjecture for higher dimensional Drinfeld modular
varieties stating that the above inclusion is in fact an equality, but currently we do not have
any evidence for such a conjecture beyond the case of curves.
Next, we define the Eisenstein ideal. For each prime l✁A, l ∤ n, there are r− 1 correspon-
dences T (l, s), 1 ≤ s ≤ r − 1, on Xr0(n) arising from two natural morphisms
Xr0(n)
π1←− Xr0(n, l, s)
π2−→ Xr0(n),
where Xr0(n, l, s) classifies Drinfeld A-modules of rank r equipped with a level structure con-
sisting of an n-cyclic subgroup and a subgroup isomorphic to a direct sum of s copies of A/l;
see Section 5 for the definitions. (If r = 2, then T (l, 1) = Tl.) The Hecke correspondences
T (l, s) induce endomorphisms of Jr0 (n). These endomorphisms commute with each other for
different l and s, and generate a commutative Z-subalgebra Tr(n) of End(Jr0 (n)). Let
c(l, s) :=
(|l|r − 1)(|l|r−1 − 1) · · · (|l|r−s+1 − 1)
(|l|s − 1)(|l|s−1 − 1) · · · (|l| − 1)
be the number of s-dimensional subspaces in an r-dimensional vector space over Fl. The
Eisenstein ideal of Tr(n) is the ideal Er(n) generated by{
T (l, s)− c(l, s)
∣∣ l ∤ n, 1 ≤ s ≤ r − 1} .
The second main result of this paper is the following:
Theorem 1.3. The quotient Tr(n)/Er(n) is a finite cyclic group. When n = p is prime, the
order of this group is divisible by N(p, r).
To prove this result, we first generalize the Eichler-Shimura congrunce relation to higher
dimensional Drinfeld modular varieties, which might be of independent interest. Then we
show that T (l, s) acts on Cr(p) by multiplication by c(l, s), which implies that Er(p) annihilates
Cr(p).
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In view of Theorem 1.3 and (1.2) it is natural to conjecture that Tr(p)/Er(p) ∼= Z/N(p, r)Z
for all r ≥ 2. To prove such a result will certainly require a deeper study of the ring-theoretic
properties of the ideal Er(p) and its connection to the arithmetic of modular varieties.
In Section 6, we propose an alternative generalization of the Eisenstein ideal to higher
dimensions. Here the modular varieties do not appear explicitly, since everything is phrased in
terms of the free finite rank Z-module generated by the isomorphism classes of supersingular
Drinfeld A-modules of rank r over Falgp . With almost an identical definition of the Hecke
operators (now acting on supersingular Drinfeld modules) and the Eisenstein ideal as above,
we show that
Theorem 1.4. The quotient Tr(p)/Er(p) is a finite cyclic group of order divisible by
N (p, r) =
q
r
gcd(r,deg(p)) − 1
q − 1
r−1∏
i=1
|p|i − 1
qi+1 − 1
.
The proof of Theorem 1.4 exploits properties of supersingular Drinfeld modules. In par-
ticular, the number N (p, r) is related to “mass-formula” for supersingular Drinfeld modules.
Note that N (p, 2) = N(p) from (1.1). In fact, using the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence,
one can show that in this case T2(p) is isomorphic to the Hecke algebra T(p) acting on J0(p).
Hence it is again natural to conjecture that Tr(p)/Er(p) ∼= Z/N (p, r)Z.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Drinfeld modules. An A-field is a field K equipped with a homomorphism γ : A→ K;
the A-characteristic of K is the prime ideal charA(K) := ker(γ) of A. Let K〈x〉 be the non-
commutative ring consisting of Fq-linear polynomials
∑n
i=0 aix
qi, n ≥ 0, with addition given
by the usual addition of polynomials but multiplication given by substitution f ∗g = f(g(x)).
Let r ≥ 1 be a positive integer. A Drinfeld A-module of rank r over K is an embedding
φ : A→ K〈x〉, a 7→ φa(x), defined by
(2.1) φT (x) = γ(T )x+ g1x
q + · · ·+ grx
qr , for some g1, . . . , gr ∈ K, gr 6= 0.
Note that K〈x〉 is isomorphic to the ring of Fq-linear endomorphisms of the additive group
scheme Ga,K over K, so a Drinfeld module can be thought of as the additive group scheme
equipped with a twisted action of A. We denote by φ[a] the kernel of the endomorphism
φa : Ga,K → Ga,K . This is a finite A-module scheme, where b ∈ A acts on α ∈ φ[a] by
b ◦ α = φb(α). It is easy to show that if charA(K) does not divide a, then φ[a] is e´tale and
φ[a](Ksep) = φ[a](Kalg) ∼= (A/aA)r, where Ksep and Kalg denote the separable and algebraic
closures of K, respectively. Given a non-zero ideal n ✁ A, an n-cyclic subgroup of φ is a
finite flat subgroup scheme Cn ⊂ φ[n] such that there is a homomorphism ι : A/n → φ[n] of
A-modules with the property that
∑
m∈A/n ι(m) = Cn as effective Cartier divisors.
One can show that regarding g1, . . . , gr in (2.1) as indeterminates of respective weights q
i−1,
the open subscheme Y r given by gr 6= 0 of the weighted projective space ProjK[g1, . . . , gr] is
a coarse moduli scheme for Drinfeld modules of rank r over K. Note that Y 2 is isomorphic
to the affine line A1K ; this is the analogue of the j-line for elliptic curves, with j(φ) = g
q+1
1 /g2
determining φ uniquely, up to Kalg-isomorphism. (Two Drinfeld modules φ, ψ are isomorphic
if φ = cψc−1 for some (Kalg)×.)
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A lattice of rank r in C∞ is a free A-submodule Λ ⊂ C∞ of rank r which is discrete, i.e.,
intersects each ball in finitely many points. The exponential function of Λ is
eΛ(x) = x
∏
06=λ∈Λ
(
1−
x
λ
)
.
The following is well-known (see e.g. [14], [13]):
Proposition 2.1. (i) eΛ : C∞ → C∞ is an entire, surjective, Fq-linear function with
kernel Λ. It can be expanded into power series eΛ(x) =
∑
n≥0 αn(Λ)x
qn.
(ii) ecΛ(x) = c · eΛ(c−1x) for any c ∈ C×∞.
(iii) If Λ ⊂ Λ′ are lattices of the same rank, then f(eΛ(x)) = eΛ′(x), where
f(x) = x
∏
06=λ∈Λ′/Λ
(
1−
x
eΛ(λ)
)
.
Properties (ii) and (iii) applied to Λ ⊂ T−1Λ imply that there is a Drinfeld module φΛ of
rank r over C∞ such that
(2.2) eΛ(Tx) = φ
Λ
T (eΛ(x)),
Moreover, the assignment Λ φΛ gives a bijection between the homothety classes of lattices
of rank r and the isomorphism classes of Drinfeld modules of rank r over C∞.
To classify lattices up to homothety one proceeds as follows. Given a lattice Λ, choose a
basis z1, . . . , zr ∈ C∞ of Λ, i.e., Λ = Az1 + · · ·+Azr. Since we are interested in Λ only up to
scaling, we associate to Λ the point z = (z1 : · · · : zr) ∈ Pr−1(C∞). It is not hard to prove
that the discretness of Λ is equivalent to z1, . . . , zr being linearly independent over F∞. Hence
z lies in the Drinfeld symmetric space
Ωr =
{
(z1 : · · · : zr) ∈ Pr−1(C∞) | z1, . . . , zr are linearly independent over F∞
}
The group GLr(A) acts on Pr−1(C∞) from the left as on column vectors, and this action
preserves Ωr. Note that z, z′ ∈ Ωr span the same lattice (up to scaling) if and only if z′ = γz
for some γ ∈ GLr(A). Thus, the set of orbits GLr(A) \ Ω
r is in bijection with the set of
isomorphism classes of Drinfeld modules of rank r over C∞. Drinfeld proved that Ωr has a
natural structure of a rigid-analytic space over F∞ and GLr(A) \ Ωr inherits a structure of a
rigid-analytic space from Ω. In fact, GLr(A) \ Ωr is the analytification of the affine algebraic
variety Y r over F∞; see [6].
2.2. The Bruhat-Tits building. Let O∞ be the ring of integers of F∞. Fix π = 1/T be
a uniformizer of F∞. An O∞-lattice in F r∞ is a free O∞-module of rank r which contains a
basis of this vector space. Two lattices L1 and L2 are similar if there exists α ∈ F×∞ with
α · L1 = L2. This defines an equivalence relation on the set of lattices in V . We denote the
equivalence class of L by [L] := {αL | α ∈ F×∞}. Since F∞ is a local field, [L] can be identified
with {πiL | i ∈ Z}. The Bruhat-Tits building of PGLr(F∞) is the simplicial complex Br
with set of vertices Ver(Br) = {[L] | L is a lattice in F r∞}. The vertices [L0], . . . , [Li] form a
simplex if and only if there is L′j ∈ [Lj ] for each j such that
L′0 % L
′
1 % · · · % L
′
i % πL
′
0.
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Thus, the simplicial complex Br has dimension r − 1.
For an r-tuple k1, . . . , kr ∈ Z denote by (k1, i2 . . . , kr) the equivalence class of the lattice
π−k1O∞ ⊕ · · · ⊕ π
−krO∞ in F
r
∞. The standard apartment A
r of Br is the subcomplex of Br
with set of vertices {(k1, k2 . . . , kr) | k1, . . . , kr ∈ Z}. It is clear that the vertices of Ar can be
indexed by Zr/Z·(1, . . . , 1), or equivalently by r-tuples on non-negative integers (k1, k2, . . . , kr)
at least one of which is zero. Two vertices (k1, k2, . . . , kr) and (k
′
1, k
′
2, . . . , k
′
r) are adjacent in
Ar if
ki ≤ k
′
i ≤ ki + 1 for all i.
The Weyl chamber Wr is the subcomplex of Ar with vertices (k1, k2, . . . , kr) satisfying k1 ≥
k2 ≥ · · · ≥ kr = 0. It is a well-known fact that Wr is a fundamental domain for the action
of GLr(A) on Br. Since GLr(F∞) acts transitively on Ver(Br) and the stabilizer of the lattice
Or∞ is GLr(O∞), one can identify Ver(B
r) with the cosets
GLr(F∞)/GLr(O∞)F
×
∞.
Observe that from this perspective, the vertices of Ar are the classes of diagonal matrices
diag(T k1, . . . , T kr).
There is a natural GLr(F∞)-equivariant map
(2.3) λ : Ωr → Br.
For its definition, which uses non-archimedean norms on F r∞, we refer to [5]. The inverse
image F := λ−1(Wr) is described in [12, §1.13] and can be interpreted as a fundamental
domain for the action of GLr(A) on Ω
r. It consists of all z = (z1, . . . , zr−1, 1) ∈ Ωr such that
(i) |z1| ≥ |z2| ≥ · · · ≥ |zr|;
(ii) for 1 ≤ i < r, |zi| = minai+1,...,ar∈Ar−i |zi −
∑
j>i ajzj|.
If f is a holomorphic function on Ωr with no zeros on Ωr, then for a vertex v ∈ Ver(Br)
|f(v)| := |f(z)|, z ∈ λ−1(v)
is well-defined, i.e., does not depend on the choice of z (see [12, §2.7]). Let v
e
−→ w be an
oriented edge (1-simplex) in Br. The van der Put value of f on e is
P (f)(e) = logq
|f(w)|
|f(v)|
.
This was defined by van der Put for r = 2 and extended to arbitrary r ≥ 2 by Gekeler in [12,
§2.8]. Obviously P (f)(e) ∈ Z and
(i) P (f)(e¯) = −P (f)(e), if e¯ is the edge e with reverse orientation.
(ii)
∑
e P (f)(e) = 0, if the e run through the edges of a closed path in B
r.
The function P (f) also has a third, less obvious property, which generalizes the “harmonicity”
property of the r = 2 case. Since we will not need that property in this paper, we do not
state it explicitly and refer instead to [12, p. 884].
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2.3. Satake compactification. Let Y r0 (n) denote the coarse moduli scheme associated with
the classification problem of isomorphism classes of pairs (φ, Cn), where φ is a Drinfeld module
of rank r over some field extension of F and Cn is an n-cyclic subgroup of φ. It is known that
Y r0 (n) is an affine algebraic variety defined over F , which analytically it can be described as
the quotient Y r0 (n)(C∞) ∼= Γ
r
0(n) \ Ω
r, where Γr0(n) was defined in (1.3).
The Satake compactifications of Drinfeld modular varieties were constructed at different
levels of generality (and details of proof) by Gekeler [7], Kapranov [15], and Pink [21]. Let
Xr0(n) denote the Satake compatification of Y
r
0 (n). This is a complete connected normal
variety over F of dimension r − 1 containing Y r0 (n) as an open subvariety. Let J
r
0 (n) :=
Pic0Xr0 (n)/F be the connected component of identity of the Picard variety of X
r
0(n); cf. [17].
The cusps ofXr0(n) are the geometrically irreducible components ofX
r
0(n)−Y
r
0 (n) of dimension
r− 2. The cuspidal divisor group Cr(n) of Jr0 (n) is the subgroup generated by the differences
of two cusps. It follows from Kapranov’s result [15] that Cr(n) is a finite abelian group.
Lemma 2.2. Let n be a square-free ideal of A with s prime factors, then the number of cusps
of Xr0(n) is equal to 2
s.
Proof. Let
Γr(n) = {γ ∈ GLr(A) | γ ≡ 1 (mod n)}
be the principal congruence subgroup of GLr(A) of level n. Let Y
r(n) be the Drinfeld modular
variety corresponding to Γr(n) \ Ωr and Xr(n) be the Satake compactification of Y r(n). By
[15], the cusps of Xr(n) are in bijection with the orbits of Γr(n) acting on the set of (r − 1)-
dimensional subspaces of F r. By considering linear functionals on F r, the previous set of
orbits is in natural bijection with the set of orbits of Γr(n) acting on Pr−1(F ) = Pr−1(A) from
the left. Note that GLr(A) acts transitively on Pr−1(A). (For any column vector (b1, . . . , br)t
with gcd(b1, . . . , br) = 1 we can find a matrix γ in GLr(A) whose first column is (b1, . . . , br)
t.
Then γ(1, 0, . . . , 0)t = (b1, . . . , br)
t.) The stabilizer of [1 : 0 : · · · : 0] ∈ Pr−1(A) in GLr(A) is
the group
Γ∞ =
(
GL1(A) ∗
0 GLr−1(A)
)
.
Thus, Pr−1(A) = GLr(A)/Γ∞ and we have bijections
{cusps of Γr(n)} = Γr(n) \ Pr−1(A) = Γr(n) \GLr(A)/Γ∞
= GL0r(A/n)/
(
GL01(A/n) ∗
0 GL0r−1(A/n)
)
= GLr(A/n)/
(
GL1(A/n) ∗
0 GLr−1(A/n)
)
= Pr−1(A/n),
where
GL0n(A/n) = {g ∈ GLn(A/n) | det(g) ∈ F
×
q }.
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The cusps of Γr0(n) are in bijection with the orbits of the quotient group Γ
r
0(n) := Γ
r
0(n)/Γ
r(n)
acting on the cusps of Γr(n); cf. [21]. Thus,
{cusps of Γr0(n)} = Γ
r
0(n) \ P
r−1(A/n) =
s∏
i=1
Γ0(pi) \ Pr−1(A/pi),
where n = p1 · · · ps is the prime decomposition of n. It is enough to show that Γr0(p) acting on
Pr−1(Fp) has two orbits for a prime p. Note that Γr0(p) is the subgroup of
(
GL1(Fp) ∗
0 GLr−1(Fp)
)
consisting of matrices whose determinant is in F×q . Clearly, [1 : 0 : · · · : 0] ∈ P
r−1(Fp) is fixed
by Γr0(p). On the other hand, any (b2, . . . , br)
t, where bi ∈ Fp are not all zero, can be the
last column of GLr−1(Fp). It is easy to see that there is a matrix in Γr0(p) whose last col-
umn is (∗, b2, . . . , br)
t, where ∗ is an arbitrary element of Fp. This implies that the orbit of
[0 : 0 : · · · : 1] includes all the points of Pr−1(Fp) except [1 : 0 : · · · : 0]. 
Notation 2.3. It is clear from the previous proof that [1 : 0 : · · · : 0] ∈ Pr−1(A/n) is fixed by
Γr0(n) for any n, hence corresponds to a cusp of X
r
0(n). This cusp will be denoted by [∞].
Corollary 2.4. If p is a prime of A, then Cr(p) is a finite cyclic subgroup of Jr0 (p). Moreover,
Cr(p) is rational over F .
Proof. By the previous lemma, when p is prime, Xr0(p) has two cusps, [0] and [∞], which
denote the orbits of [0 : 0 : · · · : 1] and [1 : 0 : · · · : 0] in Pr−1(Fp), respectively. The cuspidal
divisor group is generated by [0] − [∞], so it is cyclic. The finiteness of this group follows
from the result of Kapranov mentioned earlier; we will also deduce this directly in the next
section.
To prove the second claim, consider the natural morphism π : Xr0(p) → X
r
0(1) induced by
forgetting the level structure (φ, Cn) 7→ φ. Under this morphism, the cusps of Xr0(p) map
to the unique cusp [∞] of Xr0(1). The cusp [∞] of X
r
0(p) is unramified over [∞] of X
r
0(1)
since the stabilizers of [1 : 0 : · · · : 0] in Γr0(1)/Γ
r(p) and Γr0(p)/Γ
r(p) are the same, but [0] is
ramified. On the other hand, π is defined over F and the cusp [∞] ∈ Xr0(1) is rational over F ,
since Xr0(1) is the weighted projective space ProjF [g1, . . . , gr] with [∞] being the vanishing
locus of gr. Thus, Gal(F
sep/F ) preserves the set of cusps {[0], [∞]} of Xr0(p), and due to
different ramifications over Xr0(1), the Galois group must fix both cusps. 
3. Drinfeld discriminant function
From now on we normalize the projective coordinates of points z = (z1 : · · · : zr) ∈ Ω
r ⊂
Pr−1(C∞) by assuming zr = 1, and write (z1, . . . , zr) = (z1, . . . , zr−1, 1) for the corresponding
point. This allows us to identify Ωr with a subset of Cr∞:
Ωr = {(z1, . . . , zr) ∈ Cr∞ | z1, . . . , zr are F∞-linnearly independent and zr = 1} .
The action of γ = (γi,j) ∈ GLr(A) on Ωr after this normaliztion becomes
γz := j(γ, z)−1γ(z1, . . . , zr)
t,
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where
j(γ, z) =
r∑
i=1
γr,izi
is the last entry of of the column vector γ(z1, . . . , zr)
t.
Let
Λz = Az1 + · · ·+ Azr−1 + A
be the lattice associated to z = (z1, . . . , zr−1, 1) ∈ Ωr. We simplify our earlier notation φΛz
for the Drinfeld module corresponding to Λz to φ
z. The coefficients of the polynomial
φzT (x) = Tx+ g1(z)x
q + · · ·+ gr(z)x
qr
can be considered as C∞-valued functions on Ωr. The function
∆(z) := gr(z),
called the Drinfeld discriminant function, is a cusp form of weight qr− 1 for GLr(A); cf. [12],
[3]. In particular, ∆ is holomorphic on Ωr and satisfies the equation
∆(γz) = j(γ, z)q
r−1∆(z).
Moreover, by the definition of Drinfeld modules, ∆ does not vanish on Ωr. The main goal
of this section is to compute the van der Put value P (∆)(e) for specific edges of Br and to
deduce from this some bounds on the roots that can be extracted from modular units (see
Theorem 3.9).
A formula of Gekeler giving the value of P (∆) on the edges ofWr will play a crucial role in
our calculations. To state this formula, we need some notation. Let kℓ = (1, 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0)
be an r-tuple with ℓ ones. For d ∈ Z, we denote by e(ℓ)d the oriented edge in A
r
vd := (d, 0, . . . , 0)
e
(ℓ)
d
// (d, 0, . . . , 0) + kℓ = (d+ 1, 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0).
Theorem 3.1. For d ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ ℓ < r,
P (∆)(e
(ℓ)
d ) = −(q
r − qr−ℓ)− (q − 1)(qr−ℓ − 1)qr−1
qd(r−1) − 1
qr−1 − 1
.
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 5.5 in [12]. 
Under the natural action of GLr(A) on Br from the left, the stabilizer of v0 = (0, . . . , 0) is
GLr(Fq). Let
γ =
 1Ir−2
1
 ,
where In denotes the n × n identity matrix and the unspecified entries of γ are assumed to
be 0.
Lemma 3.2.
P (∆)(γe
(ℓ)
0 ) = q
r−ℓ − 1.
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Proof. From the fact that ∆ is a Drinfeld modular form of weight qr− 1 for GLr(A), we have
(3.1) ∆(γz) = zq
r−1
1 ∆(z),
where z = (z1, . . . , zr) ∈ Ωr is normalized by zr = 1. Let λ : Ωr → Br be the building map
from (2.3). The preimage under λ of the vertex (k1, k2, . . . , kr) with k1 ≥ k2 ≥ · · · ≥ kr = 0
consists of points z ∈ F satisfying |zi| = qki, 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Therefore, combining the definition
of P (∆) with (3.1), we get
P (∆)(γe
(ℓ)
0 ) = logq |∆(γ(λ
−1(kℓ)))| − logq |∆(γ(λ
−1(v0)))|
= (qr − 1) + logq |∆((λ
−1(kℓ)))| − logq |∆((λ
−1(v0)))|
= (qr − 1) + P (∆)(e(ℓ)0 ).
Now the claim follows from Theorem 3.1. 
Corollary 3.3. The largest integer m such that there exists an m-th root of ∆ in the group
of units O(Ωr)× of the ring of holomorphic functions on Ωr divides q − 1.
Proof. If ∆1/m ∈ O(Ωr)×, then
P (∆1/m)(e
(1)
−1) =
1
m
P (∆)(e
(1)
−1) =
1
m
P (∆)(γe
(r−1)
0 ) =
q − 1
m
∈ Z.

In [12] and [2], it is shown that there is a holomorphic function h on Ωr such that
hq−1 = ∆, and(3.2)
h(γz) = det(γ)−1 · j(γ, z)
qr−1
q−1 · h(z) for all γ ∈ GLr(A).
Hence the estimate on m in Corollary 3.3 is sharp.
Given a non-zero ideal n✁ A, define
n ∗ (z1, z2, . . . , zr) = (nz1, z2, . . . , zr−1, zr),
and
∆n(z) := ∆(n ∗ z) = ∆(nz1, z2, . . . , zr).
(Recall that by abuse of notation n denotes also the monic generator of this ideal.) Let
d = deg(n). We will assume d ≥ 1.
Lemma 3.4.
P (∆/∆n)(e
(1)
−1) = (q − 1)(q
d(r−1) − 1).
Proof. Observe that γe
(r−1)
0 is the edge connecting v0 to
(0, 1, . . . , 1) = (−1, 0, . . . , 0) = v−1,
so γe
(r−1)
0 is the inverse of e
(1)
−1. On the other hand, n ∗ e
(1)
−1 = e
(1)
d−1. Thus,
P (∆/∆n)(e
(1)
−1) = −P (∆)(γe
(r−1)
0 )− P (∆)(e
(1)
d−1).
The claim now follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. 
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Remark 3.5. A more involved calculation shows that
P (∆/∆n)(γe
(ℓ)
0 ) = −(q − 1)(q
ℓ − 1)qr−1−ℓ
(
qd(r−1) − 1
qr−1 − 1
)
,
but we will not need this more general version of Lemma 3.4. One can also easily show using
Theorem 3.1 that
P (∆/∆n)(e
(ℓ)
0 ) = P (∆)(e
(ℓ)
0 )− P (∆)(e
(ℓ)
d ) = (q − 1)(q
r−ℓ − 1)qr−1
(
qd(r−1) − 1
qr−1 − 1
)
.
In particular, P (∆/∆n)(e
(1)
0 ) = (q − 1)q
r−1(qd(r−1) − 1).
Let e be the oriented edge in Br connecting
v :=
π2 πIr−2
1
 e // (π
Ir−1
)
= v−1,
where, as in §2.2, π = 1/T .
Lemma 3.6.
P (∆)(e) = −(q − 1)q.
Proof. Let
ξ =
π−1 −1Ir−2
1
 ∈ GLr(A).
We have
ξv =
 π Ir−2
π2 π
 =
π Ir−2
π
1 Ir−2
π 1
 ∼
1 π−1Ir−2
1
 ,
where ∼ indicates that given matrices correspond to the same vertex in Br. Thus ξv = v0 if
r = 2, and ξv = (0, 1, . . . , 1, 0) if r ≥ 3. On the other hand,
ξv−1 =
1 −1Ir−2
π
 ,
and 1 −1Ir−2
π
 0 1Ir−2
−1 1
 =
1 Ir−2
π
 ∼ (π−1Ir−1
1
)
.
Thus, ξe = e
(1)
0 if r = 2, and
(0, 1, . . . , 1, 0)
ξe
// (1, 1, . . . , 1, 0)
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if r ≥ 3. In the second case, we apply the transposition
τ =

1
Ir−3
1
1

to map ξe into Wr:
(3.3) v0
e
(r−1)
0
++
e
(r−2)
0
// (1, . . . , 1, 0, 0)
τξe
// (1, . . . , 1, 1, 0)
Let g = ξ−1 =
(
1
−1 π−1
)
if r = 2, and
g = ξ−1τ−1 =

1
Ir−3
1
−1 π−1

if r ≥ 3. From diagram (3.3) and property (ii) of the van der Put value (see §2.2) we deduce
that
P (∆)(e) = P (∆)(ge
(r−1)
0 )− P (∆)(ge
(r−2)
0 )
if r ≥ 3, and P (∆)(e) = P (∆)(ge(1)0 ) if r = 2.
Let z = (z1, . . . , zr−1, 1) ∈ λ−1(kr−1) ⊂ F and z′ = (z′1, . . . , z
′
r−1, 1) ∈ λ
−1(v0) ⊂ F . Then
∆(gz) = (−zr−1 + π
−1)q
r−1∆(z).
Since z ∈ F , we have |−zr−1+π
−1| ≥ |zr−1| = q (cf. §2.2). On the other hand, |−zr−1+π
−1| ≤
q, so an equality must hold and we get
logq |∆(gz)| = (q
r − 1) + logq |∆(z)|.
Similarly, since |z′r−1| = 1, we have | − z
′
r−1 + π
−1| = q and
logq |∆(gz
′)| = (qr − 1) + logq |∆(z
′)|.
Hence
P (∆)(ge
(r−1)
0 ) = logq |∆(gz)| − logq |∆(gz
′)|
= P (∆)(e
(r−1)
0 ) = −(q
r − q),
where the last equality follows from Theorem 3.1. A similar calculation shows that
P (∆)(ge
(r−2)
0 ) = P (∆)(e
(r−2)
0 ) = −(q
r − q2)
if r ≥ 3. Now the claim of the lemma easily follows. 
Lemma 3.7.
P (∆n)(e) = −(q − 1)q
(d−1)(r−1).
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Proof. First, note that n ∗ e is the edgeπ2−d π1−dIr−2
1
 n∗e // (π1−d
Ir−1
)
= vd−1.
Let
η =
1 −π1−dIr−2
1
 .
Then
η
π2−d π1−dIr−2
1
 =
π2−d Ir−2
1
 = vd−2
and
ηvd−1 =
π1−d −π1−dIr−2
1

∼
π1−d −π1−dIr−2
1
1 1Ir−2
1
 = (π1−d
Ir−1
)
= vd−1.
Thus,
η(n ∗ e) = e(1)d−2
and
P (∆n)(e) = P (∆)(n ∗ e) = P (∆)(η
−1e
(1)
d−2).
Since
η−1 =
1 π1−dIr−2
1
 ,
by the argument used at the end of the proof of Lemma 3.6 we get
P (∆)(η−1e
(1)
d−2) = P (∆)(e
(1)
d−2) = −(q − 1)q
(d−1)(r−1),
which proves the lemma. 
Corollary 3.8.
P (∆/∆n)(e) = (q − 1)q
(
q(d−1)(r−1)−1 − 1
)
.
Proof. By Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, we have
P (∆/∆n)(e) = P (∆)(e)− P (∆n)(e) = −q(q − 1) + (q − 1)q
(d−1)(r−1)
= (q − 1)q
(
q(d−1)(r−1)−1 − 1
)
.

Theorem 3.9. The largest integer m such that there exists an m-th root of ∆/∆n in O(Ωr)×
divides (q − 1)(qgcd(r,d) − 1).
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(We will see in Corollary 4.1 that in fact an equality holds.)
Proof. The integer m must divide P (∆/∆n)(e
(1)
−1) and P (∆/∆n)(e), hence must divide their
greatest common divisor. Using Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.8, we conclude that m divides
gcd((q − 1)(qd(r−1) − 1), (q − 1)q(q(d−1)(r−1)−1 − 1))
= (q − 1) · gcd(qd(r−1) − 1, q(d−1)(r−1)−1 − 1) = (q − 1)(qm − 1),
where
m = gcd(d(r − 1), (d− 1)(r − 1)− 1) = gcd(d(r − 1), r) = gcd(d, r).

4. Roots of modular units
In this section we determine the highest root that can be extracted from ∆/∆n in O(Ωr)×
invariant under Γr0(n) and deduce from this the order of the cuspidal divisor group C
r(p).
We keep the notation of Section 3. In particular, given a non-zero ideal n ✁ A and z =
(z1, . . . , zr−1, 1) ∈ Ω
r, we define
n ∗ z := (nz1, z2, . . . , zr−1, 1), ∆n(z) = ∆(n ∗ z),
and
n−1Λn∗z = Az1 +
1
n
(Az2 + · · ·+ Azr−1 + A).
Let
fn(x) := x
∏′
λ∈ n
−1Λn∗z
Λz
(
1−
x
expΛz(λ)
)
.
(The prime indicates that the product is over non-zero terms.) Note that fn(x) is a polynomial
of degree |n|r−1. It easily follows from Proposition 2.1 that
fn(expΛz(ω)) = expn−1Λn∗z(ω) = n
−1 expΛn∗z(nω).
Combining this equation with (2.2), one obtains
fn(ϕ
z
T (expΛz(ω))) = fn(expΛz(Tω))
= n−1 expΛn∗z(nTω)
= n−1ϕn∗zT (expΛn∗z(nω))
= n−1ϕn∗zT (nfn(expΛz(ω))).
Since expΛz(ω) is a surjective map, this implies
fn(ϕ
z
T (x)) = n
−1ϕn∗zT (nfn(x)).
Finally, comparing the leading coefficients on both sides, one obtains∏′
λ∈ n
−1Λn∗z
Λz
(
− expΛz(λ)
)−1
·∆(z)|n|
r−1
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= n−1 ·∆(n ∗ z) ·
n · ∏′
λ∈ n
−1Λn∗z
Λz
(− expΛz(λ))
−1

qr
,
or more compactly
∆(z)|n|
r−1
∆n(z)
= (n · Fn(z))
qr−1 ,
where
Fn(z) :=
∏′
λ∈ n
−1Λn∗z
Λz
expΛz(λ)
−1.
Therefore
(4.1)
∆(z)
∆n(z)
=
(n · Fn(z))
qr−1
∆(z)|n|r−1−1
.
Notice that
(4.2) Fn(z) =
∏′
(u2,...,ur)∈(A/n)r−1
expΛz
(u2
n
z2 + · · ·+
ur−1
n
zr−1 +
ur
n
)−1
.
Given u = (u1, . . . , ur) ∈ (A/n)r − {0}, we let
eu(z) := expΛz
(u1
n
z1 + · · ·+
ur−1
n
zr−1 +
ur
n
)−1
, z = (z1, . . . , zr−1, 1) ∈ Ω
r.
For γ ∈ GLr(A), the functional equation
eu(γz) = j(γ, z)euγ(z)
holds, where uγ is the right matrix multiplication by γ on the row vector u; cf. [12, (3.3)].
In particular, for u with u1 = 0, one has
eu(γz) = j(γ, z) · eu(z)
for all
γ ∈ Γr1(n) :=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γr0(n)
∣∣∣∣ d ≡ Ir−1 (mod n)} .
Let
Un =
r⊔
i=2
U (i)n , where
U (i)n = {(0, . . . , 0, ui, . . . , ur) ∈ A
r | deg(ui), . . . , deg(ur) < deg(n) and ui is monic} .
Denote
Gn(z) =
∏
u∈Un
eu(z).
Then Gn(z) is a modular form of weight
|n|−1
q−1
for Γr1(n), and (since expΛz is Fq-linear and∏
α∈F×q
α = −1)
Fn(z) = (−1)
(r−1) deg(n) ·Gn(z)
q−1.
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Combining this with (4.1) and (3.2) yields that, up to constants,
∆/∆n = const.
G
(q−1)(qr−1)
n
h(q−1)(|n|r−1−1)
.
Corollary 4.1. The estimate given in Theorem 3.9 for the root number m is sharp, i.e.,
∆/∆n has an m-th root in O(Ωr)×, where m = (q − 1)(qgcd(r,deg(n)) − 1), and m is maximal.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.9, observe that
gcd((q − 1)(qr − 1), (q − 1)(|n|r−1 − 1)) = (q − 1)(qgcd(r,deg(n)) − 1).

Lemma 4.2. Denote Θn = ∆/∆n. For any γ ∈ Γr0(n) we have Θn(γz) = Θn(z). Hence Θn(z)
defines a rational function on Xr0(n) whose divisor is supported on the cusps. The order of
Θn at the cusp [∞] is −(|n|r−1 − 1).
Proof. Given γ = (γi,j) ∈ Γr0(n), define γ˜ = (γ˜i,j) by
γ˜i,j =

γi,j if i, j ≥ 2 or i = j = 1,
γi,j/n if j = 1, i ≥ 2,
nγi,j if i = 1, j ≥ 2.
It is easy to check that γ˜ ∈ GLr(A) and
j(γ˜, n ∗ z) =
γr,1
n
(nz1) + γr,2z2 + · · ·+ γr,rzr = j(γ, z).
Since n ∗ (γz) = γ˜(n ∗ z), we have
∆n(γz) = ∆(n ∗ (γz)) = ∆(γ˜(n ∗ z)) = j(γ˜, n ∗ z)
qr−1∆n(z) = j(γ, z)
qr−1∆n(z).
This implies that Θn is Γ
r
0(n)-invariant, i.e., Θn(γz) = Θn(z), so Θn defines a meromorphic
function on the rigid-analytic manifold Xr0(n). Applying rigid-analytic GAGA theorems, one
obtains a rational function on the algebraic variety Xr0(n). Since ∆ is holomorphic and non-
vanishing on Ωr, the rational function Θn has poles and zeros only at the cusps of X
r
0(n).
The order of vanishing of ∆(z) at [∞] ∈ Xr0(1) is 1; see [3, Prop. 17.8] or [7]. Since
[∞] ∈ Xr0(n) is unramified over [∞] ∈ X
r
0(1) (cf. the proof of Corollary 2.4), the order of
vanishing of ∆(z) at [∞] ∈ Xr0(n) is also 1. On the other hand, Fn is an Eisenstein series
which does not vanish at ∞. This follows from (4.2) and [3, Prop. 13.15]. Now from (4.1) it
follows that Θn has a pole at ∞ of order |n|r−1 − 1. 
Next, we want to determine the largest integer m′ such that Θn has anm
′-th root in O(Ωr)×
which is moreover Γr0(n)-invariant. Obviously m
′ will be a divisor of m = (q − 1)(qκ − 1),
where
κ := gcd(r, (r − 1) deg(n)) = gcd(r, deg(n)).
Consider
θn :=
G
qr−1
qκ−1
n
h
|n|r−1−1
qκ−1
∈ O(Ωr)×.
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We will compute how this function function transforms under Γr0(n). To do this, we generalize
Gekeler’s approach in [11] in the case of r = 2.
Let n = pm11 · · · p
ms
s be the prime decomposition of n. Define
χ : (A/n)× −→
s∏
i=1
(A/pi)
× −→ F×q
(a1, . . . , as) 7−→
s∏
i=1
NrFpi/Fq(ai)
−mi
and
χ˜ : Γr0(n) −→ Γ
r
0(n)/Γ
r
1(n)
∼= GLr−1(A/n)
det
−→ (A/n)×
χ
−→ F×q(
a b
c d
)
7−→ d (mod n)
Lemma 4.3. For γ ∈ Γr0(n), we have
Gn(γz) = χ˜(γ) · j(γ, z)
|n|−1
q−1 ·Gn(z).
Proof. First, note that we may view Un as a set of representatives of
F×q \
(
(A/n)r−1 − {0}
)
.
Then for γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γr0(n), the set Und is still a set of representatives of F
×
q \((A/n)
r−1 − {0}).
Using this and the easy observation that eε·u(z) = ε
−1eu(z) for any ε ∈ F×q , one concludes
that there exists εγ ∈ F×q such that
Gn(γz) = εγ · j(γ, z)
|n|−1
q−1 ·Gn(z).
Since j(γ1γ2, z) = j(γ1, γ2z) · j(γ2, z), we have
εγ1γ2 = εγ1εγ2 for any γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ
r
0(n).
Moreover
εγ = 1 for any γ ∈ Γ
r
1(n).
Therefore,
ε : Γr0(n)→ F
×
q
is a homomorphism which factors through
Γr0(n) −→ Γ
r
0(n)/Γ
r
1(n)
∼= GLr−1(A/n)
γ =
(
a b
c d
)
7−→ γ¯ = d (mod n)
On the other hand, any homomorphism GLr−1(A/n) −→ F×q necessarily factors through the
determinant
GLr−1(A/n)
det
−→ (A/n)×
ε
−→ F×q ,
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i.e., ε(γ) = ε(det(γ¯)). It remains to show that ε = χ. For this we evaluate ε on elements of
Γr0(n) of special type. Namely, assume γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γr0(n) with
d ≡
(
Ir−2
dr
)
(mod n), dr ∈ (A/n)
×.
If u ∈ U (i)n , 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, then
eu(γz) = j(γ, z) · eu(z)
On the other hand, for
G(r)n (z) :=
∏
u∈U
(r)
n
eu(z),
using the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.20 in [11], one obtains
G(r)n (γz) = j(γ, z)
|n|−1
q−1 · χ(dr) ·G
(r)
n (z).
Therefore,
ε(γ) = χ(dr) = χ(det γ¯).
Since dr is an arbitrary element of (A/n)
×, this implies ε = χ, and hence also the formula of
the proposition. 
Corollary 4.4. The function θn transforms under Γ
r
0(n) according to the character
ωn = χ˜
r
κ · det
(r−1) deg(n)
κ : Γr0(n) −→ F
×
q .
That is, for any γ ∈ Γr0(n) we have
θn(γz) = ωn(γ) · θn(z).
Let o(ωn) be the order of ωn. Then (θn)
o(ωn) is the least power of θn which is Γ
r
0(n)-invariant,
and (qκ − 1)(q − 1)/o(ωn) is the largest number m′ such that Θn has a m′-th root in the field
of rational functions on Xr0(n).
Proposition 4.5.
o(ωn) =
q − 1
gcd
(
q − 1, r
κ
m1, . . . ,
r
κ
ms,
(r−1) deg n
κ
)
=
q − 1
gcd
(
q − 1, m1, . . . , ms,
(r−1) deg n
κ
) .
In particular, o(ωn) = q − 1 if n is square-free.
Proof. The assertion follows from the same argument as Proposition 3.22 in [11]. 
Theorem 4.6. If p is prime, then the cuspidal divisor group Cr(p) of Xr0(p) is cyclic of order
N(p, r) =
|p|r−1 − 1
qgcd(r,deg(p)) − 1
.
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Proof. By Corollary 2.4, Xr0(p) has two cusps [0] and [∞], and C
r(p) is generated by the class
of ([0]− [∞]). By Lemma 4.2, the divisor of Θp on Xr0(p) is
(|p|r−1 − 1) · ([0]− [∞]).
The character ωp of θp has exact order (q − 1). Hence θ
q−1
p but no smaller power of θp is
invariant under Γr0(p). This implies that the largest number m
′ such that Θp has an m
′-th
root in the field of rational functions on Xr0(p) is q
gcd(r,deg(p))−1. Thus, the class of ([0]− [∞])
has the asserted order in Jr0 (p). 
5. Hecke operators
Let n✁A be a non-zero ideal ideal and p✁A be a prime not dividing n. For 1 ≤ s ≤ r−1,
define
Γr0(n, p, s) = Γ
r
0(n)
⋂((pIs
Ir−s
)
Γr0(n)
(
pIs
Ir−s
)−1)
.
The modular variety Y r0 (n, p, s) corresponding to the analytic space Γ
r
0(n, p, s) \ Ω
r classifies
isomorphism classes of triples (φ, Cn, C
s
p) consisting of a Drinfeld module φ of rank r, an n-
cyclic subgroup Cn ⊂ φ[n], and a subgroup Csp ⊂ φ[p] isomorphic to a direct sum of s p-cyclic
subgroups. (We say that a subgroup scheme G ⊂ φ[p] is isomorphic to a direct sum of s
p-cyclic subgroups if there is a morphism ι : (A/p)s → φ[p] of A-modules such that there is
an equality G =
∑
α∈(A/p)⊕s ι(α) of effective Cartier divisors.)
We have a pair of morphisms
π1(p, s) : Y
r
0 (n, p, s)→ Y
r
0 (n), (φ, Cn, C
s
p) 7→ (φ, Cn)
and
π2(p, s) : Y
r
0 (n, p, s)→ Y
r
0 (n), (φ, Cn, C
s
p) 7→ (φ/C
s
p , Cn/C
s
p),
where φ/Csp denotes the Drinfeld module ψ with the property that there is an isogeny φ→ ψ
whose kernel is Csp and Cn/C
s
p denotes the image of Cn in ψ under this isogeny; cf. [14,
p. 83]. These morphisms extend to Satake compactifications; cf. [21, Prop. 4.11]. The
correspondence
Xr0(n)
π1(p,s)
←−−−− Xr0(n, p, s)
π2(p,s)
−−−−→ Xr0(n)
induced by these morphisms is the Hecke correspondence T (p, s) on X0(n). In terms of moduli
(5.1) T (p, s)(φ, Cn) =
∑
S⊂φ[p]
S∼=(A/p)s
(φ/S, Cn/S),
where S ∼= (A/p)s means that S ⊂ φ[p] is isomorphic to a direct sum of s p-cyclic subgroups.
As a correspondence, T (p, s) induces an endomorphism of the Picard variety Jr0 (n). If J
r
0 (n)
has good reduction at p, then T (p, s) also induces an endomorphism of the reduction Jr0 (n)/Fp
of Jr0 (n) at p.
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Proposition 5.1. Assume p ∤ n and Jr0 (n) has good reduction at p. Let π(p) be the Frobenius
endomorphism of Jr0 (n)/Fp. Then π(p) satisfies the polynomial
xr +
r−1∑
i=1
(−1)iT (p, i)|p|(i−1)i/2xr−i + (−1)r|p|(r−1)r/2.
with coefficients in the ring End(Jr0 (n)/Fp).
Proof. To simplify the notation in the proof, we denote Ti := T (p, i), 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 and
π := π(p).
A Drinfeld A-module of rank r over k := Falgp is ordinary if φ[p](k) ∼= (A/p)r−1. A point
in Xr0(n)/Fp(k) is ordinary if it corresponds to (φ, Cn) with φ ordinary. The set of ordinary
points in Xr0(n)/Fp(k) is Zariski dense (cf. [1, Prop. 4.1]). The correspondences π and Ti
preserve the set of ordinary points. Hence it is enough to show that the correspondence
πr +
r−1∑
i=1
(−1)iTi|p|
(i−1)i/2πr−i + (−1)r|p|(r−1)r/2.
maps every ordinary point (φ, Cn) to 0 in the group of 0-cycles on X
r
0(n)/Fp(k).
We will use an idea that appears in the proof of the Kronecker Congruence Relations for
Drinfeld modular polynomials in higher rank in [4, Thm. 4.4]. For a given Drinfeld module φ
over k defined by φT = T +
∑r
i=1 gix
qi , T := T (mod p), we denote by φ|p| the Drinfeld module
defined by φ
|p|
T = T +
∑r
i=1 g
|p|
i x
qi. The Frobenius π = x|p| defines an isogeny π : φ → φ|p|
whose kernel, as a group-scheme, is in φ[p], is connected, and has order |p|. Now assume φ is
ordinary. We call an Fp-vector scheme S ⊂ φ[p] ordinary if S does not contain ker(π), and
we call it special if ker(π) ⊂ S. Two ordinary Fp-vector scheme S ′ and S ′′ of the same order
|p|i are (Frobenius) equivalent if S + ker(π) = S ′ + ker(π). This way each equivalence class
contains |p|i elements, since S + ker(π) is obtained by adding elements of ker(π) to each of
the i basis vectors of S. Moreover, each special S with #S = |p|i+1 arises from an equivalence
class of ordinary Fp-vector schemes of order |p|i.
Using (5.1), we can write Ti as a sum of two correspondences Ti = T
or
i + T
sp
i defined by
T ori (φ, Cn) =
∑
S⊂φ[p]
#S=|p|i
S ordinary
(φ/S, Cn/S), T
sp
i (φ, Cn) =
∑
S⊂φ[p]
#S=|p|i
S special
(φ/S, Cn/S).
Note that if an isogeny φ → φ/S =: φ′, with S ordinary and #S = |p|i, is followed by
π : φ′ → φ′′ then we obtain an isogeny φ→ φ′′ = φ/S ′ with S ′ special and #S ′ = |p|i+1. From
the previous paragraph we see that
πT ori = |p|
iT spi+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1,
where we set Tr = T
sp
r = id (since φ/φ[p]
∼= φ).
Now
πr − πr−1T1 = π
r − πr−1(T or1 + π) = −π
r−1T or1 = −π
r−2|p|T sp2
and
−πr−2|p|T sp2 + π
r−2|p|T2 = |p|π
r−2T or2 = |p|
1+2πr−3T sp3 .
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Assume by induction that we proved for n < r
πr − πr−1T1 + · · ·+ (−1)
nπr−n|p|1+2+···+(n−1)Tn = −(−1)
n+1πr−(n+1)|p|1+2+···+nT spn+1.
Then
πr − πr−1T1 + · · ·+ (−1)
(n+1)πr−(n+1)|p|1+2+···+nTn+1
= −(−1)n+1πr−(n+1)|p|1+2+···+nT spn+1 + (−1)
(n+1)πr−(n+1)|p|1+2+···+nTn+1
= (−1)(n+1)πr−(n+1)|p|1+2+···+nT orn+1
= −(−1)(n+2)πr−(n+2)|p|1+2+···+(n+1)T spn+2,
which is the inductive step. This proves the proposition. 
Remark 5.2. Note that for r = 2 the polynomial in Proposition 5.1 is x2 − Tpx+ |p|. In that
case the proposition is equivalent to the Eichler-Shimura congruence relation for Drinfeld
modular curves.
Definition 5.3. Let Tr(n) ⊂ End(Jr0 (n)) be the Z-subalgebra generated by all T (p, s), p ∤ n,
1 ≤ s ≤ r − 1. Since the Hecke operators T (p, s) and T (p′, s′) commute with each other for
any maximal ideals p, p′ and any 1 ≤ s, s′ ≤ r− 1, Tr(n) is a commutative Z-algebra of finite
rank as a Z-module. Let
c(p, s) :=
(|p|r − 1)(|p|r−1 − 1) · · · (|p|r−s+1 − 1)
(|p|s − 1)(|p|s−1 − 1) · · · (|p| − 1)
be the Guassian binomial coefficients
(
r
s
)
|l|
, i.e., number of s-dimensional subspaces in an r-
dimensional vector space over Fp. The Eisenstein ideal of Tr(n) is the ideal Er(n) generated
by
{T (p, s)− c(p, s) | p maximal and coprime to n, 1 ≤ s ≤ r − 1} .
Proposition 5.4. Tr(n)/Er(n) is a finite cyclic group.
Proof. It is clear that Tr(n)/Er(n) is a cyclic group since any generator T (p, s) of Tr(n) is
congruent to an integer modulo Er(n). Suppose this is an infinite cyclic group. Then there
is a non-zero subspace W of ℓ-adic Tate vector space Vℓ(J
r
0 (n)) on which T (p, s) acts as
c(p, s). (Here ℓ is a prime number different from the characteristic of F .) Assume W is the
largest such subspace. Since the action of Gal(F sep/F ) commutes with the action of the Hecke
operators, W is Galois invariant. Assume Jr0 (n) has good reduction at p, which is the case for
all but finitely many primes p. Then the vector space Vℓ(J
r
0 (n)), as a Gal(F
sep/F )-module,
is unramified at p by the Ne´ron-Ogg-Shafarevich criterion. Let Frobp ∈ Gal(F sep/F ) be the
Frobenius at p. The reduction at p of Jr0 (n) induces an isomorphism Vℓ(J
r
0 (n))
∼= Vℓ(Jr0 (n)/Fp)
compatible with the action of Frobp on the left and the action of π(p) on the right. Thus,
using Proposition 5.1, we conclude that Frobp restricted to W satisfies the polynomial
f(x) =
r∑
i=0
(−1)ic(p, i)|p|(
i
2)xr−i =
r−1∏
i=0
(
x− |p|i
)
,
where the last equality follows from the binomial theorem for the Gaussian binomial co-
efficients. Since the roots of f(x) are obviously 1, |p|, . . . , |p|r−1, the eigenvalues by which
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Frobp acts on W cannot all have (complex) absolute value |p|1/2. This contradicts Weil’s
theorem. 
Proposition 5.5. If p is prime, then Er(p) annihilates Cr(p). This implies that N(p, r)
divides the order of Tr(p)/Er(p).
Proof. Let l ✁ A be a prime not equal to p. One can show that the double coset space
GLr(A)
(
lIs
Ir−s
)
GLr(A) decomposes into a disjoint union
GLr(A)
(
lIs
Ir−s
)
GLr(A) =
∐
g∈U(l,s)
gGLr(A),
where U(l, s) is a finite set of upper triangular matrices in Mr(A). Analytically, the corre-
spondence T (l, s) on Xr0(p) is induced from the correspondence
z 7→
∑
g∈U(l,s)
gz
on Ωr. Moreover, the action of T (l, s) on the set of cusps is induced from the action of the
matrices in U(l, s) on Pr−1(F ) from the left (cf. proof of Lemma 2.2). It is easy to see that
any g ∈ U(l, s) fixes [1 : 0 : · · · : 0] ∈ Pr−1(F ) and also fixes the Γr0(p)-orbit of [0 : 0 : · · · : 1].
Thus, T (l, s)[∞] = c(l, s)[∞] and T (l, s)[0] = c(l, s)[0]. Thus, T (l, s)− c(l, s) annihilates the
generator [0]− [∞] of Cr(p). If Tr(p)/Er(p) ∼= Z/MZ, then M ∈ Er(p). This implies that M
annihilates Cr(p) ∼= Z/N(p, r)Z, so M is divisible by N(p, r). 
6. Supersingular Drinfeld modules and the Eisenstein ideal
In this section we give a different higher dimensional generalization of the Eisenstein ideal
which is based on the theory of supersingular Drinfeld modules. Let p✁A = Fq[T ] be a prime
and r ≥ 2 be an integer. Denote by k the algebraic closure of Fp. A Drinfeld module φ over
k of rank r is called supersingular if φp(x) = c · x
|p|r for some c ∈ k×, or equivalently, φ[p] is
a connected group scheme.
Theorem 6.1. Let φ be a supersingular Drinfeld A-module φ of rank r over k.
(1) End(φ) is a maximal A-order in the central division algebra D over F with invariants
1/r and −1/r at p and ∞, respectively, and 0 at all other places.
(2) The set S of isomorphism classes of supersingular Drinfeld A-modules of rank r over
k is in bijection with the (finite) set of left ideal classes of End(φ).
(3) Any Drinfeld A-modules over k isogenous to φ is supersingular. Moreover, any two
supersingular Drinfeld A-modules of rank r are isogenous.
(4) Aut(φ) := End(φ)× is isomorphic to F×
qd
for some d dividing r, and we have a “mass-
formula” ∑
x∈S
q − 1
#Aut(x)
=
r−1∏
i=1
|p|i − 1
qi+1 − 1
.
Proof. See [9], [10]. 
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Let S = {x1, . . . , xn}. With abuse of notation, we denote a representative of the isomor-
phism class xi by the same symbol. Let wi = #Aut(xi)/(q − 1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Lemma 6.2. Denote w = lcm(w1, . . . , wn). Then
w =
qm − 1
q − 1
, where m =
r
gcd(r, deg(p))
.
Proof. As follows from the theory of central simple algebras (cf. [22, §7]), FFqd embeds into
D if and only if d divides r, and p and ∞ do not split in FFqd. Hence d and deg(p) must
be relatively prime. All such numbers divide m = r/ gcd(r, deg(p)). Since Fqm is a subring
of some maximal A-order in D (cf. [23]), from Theorem 6.1, one deduces that there is some
xi ∈ S with wi = (qm − 1)/(q − 1) and every other wj divides this number. 
Let M =
⊕n
i=1 Zxi be the free Z-module with basis {x1, . . . , xn}. Define a bilinear sym-
metric positive-definite pairing on M by
(6.1) 〈xi, xj〉 =
{
wi if i = j;
0 otherwise.
Let deg : M → Z be the homomorphism which sends each basis element xi to 1. Let
M0 = ker(M
deg
−−→ Z). Let
e =
n∑
i=1
xi
wi
∈M ⊗Q.
Note that we ∈M is primitive, i.e., not a non-trivial multiple of another element, so M/Zwe
is torsion-free. We obviously can extend deg to a homomorphism M ⊗ Q→ Q whose kernel
is M0 ⊗Q. Then we have M ⊗Q = (Qe)⊕ (M0 ⊗Q). Hence Zwe⊕M0 has finite index in
M . It is easy to see that
M/(Zwe⊕M0) ∼= Z/ deg(we)Z.
By the mass-formula
(6.2) N (p, r) := deg(we) = w
r−1∏
i=1
|p|i − 1
qi+1 − 1
.
Note that e is orthogonal to M0 ⊗ Q with respect to (6.1) since for x =
∑n
i=1 aixi ∈ M we
have
〈e, x〉 =
n∑
i=1
wiai
1
wi
= deg(x).
Definition 6.3. Let l 6= p be a prime of A. The l-torsion of xi, as an A-module, is isomorphic
to xi[l] ∼= (A/l)r. For 1 ≤ s ≤ d− 1 define a linear operator T (l, s) on M by its action on the
basis elements
T (l, s)xi =
∑
S⊂xi[l]
S∼=(A/l)s
xi/S,
where xi/S denotes the (isomorphism class of the) supersingular Drinfeld module x such that
there is an isogeny xi → x with kernel S. It is clear that deg(T (l, s)xi) is equal to the number
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of s-dimensional subspaces of Frl . Hence deg(T (l, s)xi) = c(l, s); cf. Definition 5.3. It is easy
to show that T (l, s)T (l′, s′) = T (l′, s′)T (l, s) for any l, l′ 6= p and 1 ≤ s, s′ ≤ r − 1.
Lemma 6.4. We have:
(i) 〈T (l, s)x, y〉 = 〈x, T (l, r − s)y〉 for any x, y ∈M .
(ii) T (l, s)e = c(l, s)e.
(iii) T (l, s) preserves M0.
Proof. To prove the first claim it is enough to assume that x, y are basis elements of M . Let
x → y be an isogeny with kernel S ∼= (A/l)s. The number of distinct isogenies x → y with
kernel S is equal to #Aut(y), since any two such isogenies differ by an automorphism of y.
Also, for any given isogeny π : x→ y with kernel S there is a unique isogeny π∨ : y → x such
that the composition π∨ ◦ π : x → x is the “multiplication” by l on x. The kernel of π∨ is
the image of x[l] in y, hence is isomorphic to x[l]/S ∼= (A/l)r−s. This way we get a bijection
between the set of isogenies x → y with kernel isomorphic to (A/l)s and the set of isogenies
y → x with kernel isomorphic to (A/l)r−s. Now T (l, s)x is the formal sum of all supersingular
Drinfeld modules that are the images of x under an isogeny with kernel ∼= (A/l)s, and since
〈xi, xj〉 equals 1/(q − 1) times the number of isomorphisms from xi to xj , we see that
〈T (l, s)x, y〉 =
1
q − 1
#{isogenies x→ y with kernel ∼= (A/l)s}
=
1
q − 1
#{isogenies y → x with kernel ∼= (A/l)r−s} = 〈x, T (l, r − s)y〉.
For the second claim, we observe that
〈T (l, s)e, xj〉 = 〈e, T (l, r − s)xj〉 =
n∑
i=1
1
wi
〈xi, T (l, r− s)xj〉
=
n∑
i=1
#{isogenies with sourse xj , kernel ∼= (A/l)
r−s, and target isomorphic to xi}
= #{isogenies with sourse xj and kernel ∼= (A/l)
r−s} = c(l, r − s) = c(l, s).
Thus, the coefficient of xj in T (l, s)e must be
1
wj
c(l, s). Since j was arbitrary, we find that
T (l, s)e = c(l, s)e.
For the last claim, recall that e is orthogonal to M0. Since the pairing (6.1) is non-
degenerate, this property uniquely characterizesM0 as the largest submodule ofM orthogonal
to e. Now for x ∈M0 we have
〈T (l, s)x, e〉 = 〈x, T (l, r − s)e〉 = c(l, r − s)〈x, e〉 = 0.
Therefore, T (l, s)x ∈M0 for any s and l. 
Definition 6.5. Let Tr(p) ⊂ End(M0) be the commutative Z-subalgebra generated by
{T (l, s) | l✁ A prime 6= p, 1 ≤ s ≤ r − 1}.
The Eisenstein ideal Er(p)✁ Tr(p) is the ideal generated by the elements
{T (l, s)− c(l, s) | l✁A maximal ideal 6= p, 1 ≤ s ≤ r − 1} .
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(Note that this is very similar to Definition 5.3.)
Theorem 6.6. Tr(p)/Er(p) is a finite cyclic group of order divisible by N (p, r).
Proof. It is clear that Tr(p)/Er(p) is a cyclic group since any generator T (l, s) of Tr(p) is
congruent to an integer modulo Er(p). Assume T(p)/E(p) ∼= Z. Then M0 ⊗ C contains a
1-dimensional subspace V on which T (l, s) acts as the scalar c(l, s) for all l and s. On the
other hand, S is in bijection with the double coset set
D× \D×(AF )/D×(F ),
where AF denotes the ring of adeles of F and D is a maximal order in D(AF ). Hence M ⊗C
is isomorphic to the space of C-valued functions on the above double coset set. The Jacquet-
Langlands correspondence [1] associates to V a cuspidal automorphic Hecke eigenform on
GLr(AF ) on which T (l, s) acts as c(l, s). This contradicts the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture
proved in this context by Lafforgue [16]. Thus, Tr(p)/Er(p) is a finite cyclic group.
Let T(p)′ be the Z-subalgebra of End(M) generated by the operators T (l, s). By Lemma
6.4, M0 and E := Zwe are T(p)′-invariant saturated submodules ofM , and Er(p) is the image
in Tr(p) of ker(T(p)′ → Z = End(E)). By (6.2), we have M/(M0 ⊕ E) ∼= Z/N (p, r)Z. Now
the second claim of the theorem follows from Lemma 6.7. 
Lemma 6.7. Let M be a free Z-module of rank n. Let M1 and M2 be two non-trivial saturated
submodules of M (i.e., M/Mi is torsion-free) such that M1∩M2 = 0 and M⊗Q = (M1⊗Q)⊕
(M2 ⊗ Q). Let T ⊂ End(M) be a commutative subring with the same unity which preserves
M1 and M2. Let Ti be the image of T in End(Mi) and let Ii = ker(T → Ti). Let I ′1 be the
image of I1 in T2, and similarly I ′2 be the image of I2 in T1. Then
AnnT(T1/I ′2) ⊆ AnnT(M/(M1 ⊕M2)).
Proof. First note that
T1/I ′2 ∼= T/(I1 + I2) ∼= T2/I
′
1.
This implies that AnnT(T1/I ′2) = AnnT(T/(I1 + I2)) = I1 + I2. Hence it is enough to show
that any element of I1 + I2 maps M into M1 ⊕M2. Write m ∈M as m = am1 + bm2, where
a, b ∈ Q and mi ∈ Mi (i = 1, 2). Let t ∈ I1. Then tm = a(tm1) + b(tm2) = b(tm2) since
t annihilates m1 by definition. On the other hand, tm2 ∈ M2 since M2 is T-invariant, and
b(tm2) ∈M since b(tm2) = tm ∈M . Thus, tm = b(tm2) ∈ (M2 ⊗Q) ∩M = M2, since M2 is
saturated. A similar argument shows that for t ∈ I2 we have tm ∈M1. 
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